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This Essay reports on a commonplace form of sex discrimination that we unsuccessfully challenged in a lawsuit before the Connecticut Human Rights Commission. In a small-scale pilot study that we conducted 5 years ago (which was the basis of our initial complaint) and in a follow-up study conducted in 2013, we found that McDonald's franchises, instead of asking drive-through customers ordering a Happy Meal about their toy preference, asked the customer for the sex of the customer's child ("Is it for a boy or a girl?") and then gave different types oftoys for each sex. Moreover, our 2013 visits found that franchises treat unaccompanied children differently because of their sex. In 92.9% of the visits, the stores, without asking the child about her or his toy preference, just gave the toy that they had designated for that sex. Moreover, 42.8% of stores refused to offer opposite-sex toys even after the child reapproached the counter and affirmatively asked for an alternative. In the most egregious instance, a girl, after twice asking for a "boy's toy," was denied, even though the store a moment later had the "boy's toy'' in stock. These "fair counter" tests indicate that stores use discriminatory default, altering, and mandatory rules. They constitute strong prima facie evidence of disparate treatment on the basis of sex in the terms and conditions of contracting for a public accommodation. We also use our Happy Meal empiricism as a motivating example to explore the proper limits of civil rights law. While newspapers describing job listing as "male" or "female" have been found to be a per se civil rights violation, describing Happy Meal offerings as "boy's toys" or "girl's toys" may not, as a positive matter, offend courts' current notion of equality. I believe that this could be potentially very hurtful to many kids, because it is a way of restricting kids to stereotypes of what kids of their gender should be interested in. It seems like kids would feel hurt if they felt like a specific toy was supposed to only be used by a different gender other than theirs .... Would it be legal for you to ask at a job interview whether someone wanted a man's job or a woman's job?
I have a request. Would you please ask your stores to stop asking the question 'Would you like a boy's toy, or would you like a girl's toy?"? 2 On January 2, 2009, Anna received a response from a McDonald's Customer Satisfaction Representative suggesting that Anna's experience was counter to McDonald's express corporate policy: "when we offer a Happy Meal with two different themes, our employees have been specifically trained to ask customers which of the two toys offered that week they would like, and not whether they would like a 'girl' toy or a 'boy' toy."
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We were unsatisfied with this response because the claim that employees were specifically trained not to ask customers "whether they would like a 'girl' toy or a 'boy' toy'' was inconsistent with our experience as McDonald's customers. 4 We undertook a small scale social science study involving more than a dozen visits to McDonald's outlets in the greater New Haven area and ultimately sued McDonald's before the Connecticut Human Rights Commission for discriminating on the basis of sex in its offering and sale of Happy Meals. 5 The Human Rights Commission dismissed our allegations as "absurd" and "titillation or [a] sociological experiment." 6 While we readily concede that there are many more pernicious forms of disparate treatment, our goal in this Essay is to show that McDonald's practices then and now raise important questions about discrimination in contracting and about what the scope of our civil rights laws is and ought to be.
The Essay is divided into five Parts. Part I reports the results of our initial store visits in 2009. Part II describes the history of our unsuccessful attempt to challenge McDonald's conduct as disparate treatment on the basis of sex. Part III reports the results of our 2013 store visits, including evidence of McDonald's disparate treatment of unaccompanied young boys and girls. Part IV relates these issues to our nation's history in ending gendered ''help wanted" newspaper sections (e.g., labeled Help Wanted-Male and Help Wanted-Female). Finally, Part V considers the propriety of "sex-segregated" marketing in a variety of market settings.
I. THE 2008 STORE VISITS
In 2008, we visited the drive-through windows of ten New Havenarea McDonald's when the stores were offering either a Digi Sport™ electronic soccer game or a Hello Kitty™ electronic wrist watch as toys. 7 Through a speaker, Ian would order a Happy Meal with Chicken Overall, we found at the chive-through that nine of the ten stores asked whether the meal was "for a boy or for a girl." One of the ten stores asked whether we wanted "a boy's toy or a girl's toy." None of the visited McDonald's followed the professed corporate policy of describing the toys themselves-as in asking, 'Would you like a Digi Sport soccer game or a Hello Kitty watch?" 8 At three of the McDonald's, Anna also executed a complementary "counter" test. While Ian was purchasing a Happy Meal at the drivethrough eleven-year-old Anna would approach the counter unaccompanied and order a Happy Meal. At each of these McDonald's, Ian was asked at the drive-through whether the meal was "for a boy or a girl," but Anna, while placing the same order, was not asked for a toy preference and given the Hello Kitty watch.
To gather more evidence, Ian also posted an item on the New York Times Freakonomics blog, requesting information from readers on their experiences ordering Happy Meal toys from McDonald's.
9 According to seventy nine reader responses, approximately one-fifth of the time McDonald's employees did not ask a toy-related question.
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But when employees did ask a toy-related question:
47.7% Asked "Is It for a Boy or Girl?" 31.8% Asked "Do You Want A Boy's Toy or a Girl's Toy?" 15.9% Described the toys in non-gender terms.
11
The blog responses were broadly consistent with our personal experience in that only a small proportion of the respondents reported being asked a non-gendered question, and in that the child's sex was asked more often than whether the child wanted a boy's or girl's toy. 
A. Three Alleged Violations
In 2009 we filed a complaint before the Connecticut Commission on Human Rights and Opportunities, claiming that McDonald's restaurants violated our civil rights by engaging in sex discrimination in public accommodations in violation of Connecticut law. 13 While there is no federal statute prohibiting sex discrimination in public accommodations, Connecticut, like many other states, prohibits such discrimination. 14 The Connecticut Human Rights statute and regulations promulgated pursuant to the statute make it illegal to be denied "the full and equal enjoyment of goods, services or facilities offered to the general public because of ... sex .... " 15 In our complaint, we claimed that we had encountered three types of Happy Meal discrimination. 16 We claimed that McDonald's restaurants were
(1) discriminating in counter service by giving different toys (without asking customer preference) based solely on the sex of the customer or the customer's child; (2) discriminating in drivethru service by asking whether the toy is for a boy or girl, and · giving a different toy based on the answer, and (3) discriminating in drive-thru service by asking whether the customer prefers a boy's toy or a girl's toy.
17
The first claim merely concerns a default disparate treatment by the store if the children customers can have the alternative toy by just asking. 18 In fact, Anna at times found that "just asking" was insufficient. In one instance, after Anna had expressly asked a counter employee for a "boy toy," another employee nonetheless gave Anna the 13 Hello Kitty watch, saying to Anna, ''I almost made a mistake and gave you a boy's toy." If Anna had reiterated that she wanted the other toy, she probably could have succeeded in securing her preferred toy. But the complaint also raised the factual question of whether McDonald's employees also adopted discriminatory "altering rules." 19 An altering rule specifies the necessary and sufficient conditions for contracting around a default. 20 An alteiingmle can be discriminatory if these conditions make it harder for girls than for boys to contract around a default choice.
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The second and third claims relating to McDonald's drive-through policies raise more vexing problems of characterization. Unlike the discriminatory counter default, the drive-through toy policy is a kind of affirmative-choice rule. 22 By default, McDonald's resists including any toy unless the customer affirmatively responds to a toy-choice question.
23 Unlike the counter claim, the drive-through claims are not about a discriminatory default. 24 Instead, the drive-through claims force us to question whether aspects of McDonald's drive-through menus can give rise to civil rights concerns. 25 Contract theory describes a menu as the disclosure of simultaneous offers. 26 The three different kinds of toy questions are oral menus that they represent different degrees of specificity in disclosing the toy alternatives: 
Degree of Specificity in Describing Default Alternatives
The question "Is it for a boy or for a girl?" is the least specific in describing the substantive alternatives. The question explicitly calls for a specific piece of information, but the question on its face does not indicate that the store's toy selection is contingent upon the answer. The ''Do you want a boy's or girl's toy?" question is more specific because it makes clear that a toy selection is contingent on the answer. The "Do you want a Digi Sport soccer game or Hello Kitty wrist watch?" question is the most specific of the three because it most clearly describes the menu alternatives being offered. The level of specificity in describing the toy alternatives also impacts the level of consumer control. 27 The high-specificity question gives the consumer the most control, while the "girl's toy'' question cedes to McDonald's the control over which toy is for, or more preferred for, children of a particular gender.
28 The "boy or girl" question is the least suggestive of consumer control, as it implies that McDonald's makes the choice of toy contingent on the child's gender. 29 The toy questions also differ in suggesting different means for consumers exercising their toy choice. Given that altering rules function as the means to select default alternatives, the different menus of toy questions implicitly suggest different altering rules.
30 When a consumer is asked whether she wants the soccer game or wrist watch, the natural means of indicating choice is to give a responsive answer mirroring the words of the question. 31 Similarly, when a drive-through employee asks whether the Happy Meal is "for a boy or for a girl," the employee is suggesting (at least to drivers who understand that Happy Meals come, at times, with gendered toys) the verbal means that patrons can use to opt for an alternative to the no toy default.
32 This toy question also suggests that "for a boy'' and "for a girl" are the expected responses.
Does the "for a boy or for a girl" question represent actionable discrimination? 33 On the one hand, the question on its face is not 
34
Even more sophisticated McDonald's customers, who understand that their answer will determine the included toy, may bear extra costs because of the form of the altering rule. 35 The suggestion is that the parent of a boy must say that the Happy Meal is "for a girl" in order to receive the Hello Kitty toy. Parents who have qualms about misrepresenting the truth or are disinclined to assume the additional burden of saying "It is for a boy, but I'd like the girl's toy'' will be more likely to accept the gender-specific toy choice. The altering rule is thus likely to disparately impact customers who want to choose gender non-compliant toys.
36
The third claim challenging the "boy's toy or girl's toy'' question raises perhaps the most challenging civil rights question. Here the menu and suggested altering rules expressly concern toy choice, and on their face, do not make toy selection contingent on the sex of the consumer. Neither the menu nor the altering rules constitute traditional disparate treatment if customers understand that a girl can order a boy's toy (and viceversa).
37 Nonetheless, the gendered framing of the question raises serious civil rights concerns.
38 As before, it is possible that such altering rules create disparate impacts on account of sex. 39 This could happen, for example, if girls were disproportionately likely to order non-conforming toys when asked to use a gendered altering rule (relative to altering rules that describe the toy choice in non-gendered terms). But even without a disparate impact showing, one can imagine challenging the menu and altering rules because they induce a kind of cognitive disparate treatment in the customers themselves. 41 Altering rules force customers to think in terms of sexual categories because individuals must comply with the suggested altering rule by characterizing their preference as wanting a "boy's toy" or "girl's toy."
42 In Anna's initial letter to the McDonald's CEO, she asked, ''Would it be legal for you to ask at a job interview whether someone wanted a man's job or a woman's job?" 43 Most law professors and law students might think that such a question would violate Title VIl. 44 But it is harder to pin down exactly why. Imagine a hypothetical where Sears is accepting applications for salesmen and secretaries. Applicants of either sex are free to apply for either type of job and would have equal merit-based opportunity to receive either job. But imagine that the application sought an applicant's preference by asking whether the applicant was interested in a "man's job" or a "woman's job." The employer's form does not itself engage in disparate sexual treatment because the same form (that is, menu) is given to all applicants and because the pool of applicants interested in a particular job is hired independent of sex. 45 The defendant would argue, as in the McDonald's case, that any applicant regardless of his or her sex could apply (and be fairly considered) for either type of job.
46
A strong tradition in the common law is to view the offeror as "master of [her] offer," meaning that the offeror is free to place any pre-conditions for acceptance that she wishes. 47 Thus, an offeror is free to specify that acceptance can only be accomplished by skywriting in fifty-foot letters, "I accept."
48 But Anna's question suggests that Title VII may limit the altering rule conditions that offerors might place on their offers. 49 An offer that can only be accepted by saying The man's job/woman's job application form might easily be challenged under disparate impact law, if plaintiffs could show that the gendered altering rules produce unjustified disparate impacts in job choice relative to more traditional job descriptions. 51 But the more interesting question is whether plaintiffs could challenge the form (menu and associated altering rules) under a disparate treatment theory. 52 In fact, we will see below in Part III that several human rights commissions and courts-including the Connecticut Supreme Court-have done just that with regard to an analogous form of advertisements. 53 These tribunals found newspaper advertisements that characterized job openings as "Help Wanted Male" and "Help
Wanted Female" as per se civil rights violations.
54

B. McDonald's Response
The Foxon Restaurant named in the complaint responded by answering and sending the Commission a "Position Statement" 55 that presented three legal arguments why the complaint should be dismissed. First, the respondent characterized the complaint as "frivolous, [and] [Vol. 21:237 any assumption about a customer's potential preferences based on gender. Not only is this interpretation divorced from the plain reading of the statute (which only prohibits the denial of goods based on gender), but it makes no sense practically. Under Complainant's proposed reading, department stores would run afoul of the law by keeping dresses and skirts only in women's sections or carrying blouses only in women's sizes. Cosmetic companies could be sued if their employees failed to offer a splash of perfume (marketed specifically to women) to men passing by in the mall. Clothing retailers could no longer organize their websites to differentiate between men's and women's apparel. In each of these scenarios, a business makes an assumption about which products its customers may prefer based on his or her gender. Yet, none of these assumptions prevents a customer from asking for or receiving any good based on their gender. Just as department stores do not prohibit young women from purchasing jeans kept in the men's clothing section, the Complaint never alleges that Respondent prevented Complainant from asking for or receiving a Digisports toy ....
For operational efficiency, among other reasons, businesses make assumptions about gender preferences based on consumer behavior and purchasing trends. For example, men typically do not purchase dresses. Therefore, separating women's dresses from men's slacks saves clothing stores from expending resources to help female customers locate dresses among racks full of clothing marketed to men. Mr. Ayers acknowledges this much in his [blog post]: ''McDonald's has to balance giving detailed information about toy promotions that change every few weeks against the difficulties of training and wanting to keep the line moving." Making an assumption about a customer's potential preferences (by, for example, designating one toy a "boy" toy or a "girl" toy) based on general consumer behavior and purchasing trends does not violate Connecticut's public accommodations statute. The statute prevents businesses from denying a customer a good based on his or her gender. Complainant makes no such allegation and, accordingly, the Complaint must be dismissed.
61
A comment Anna filed in response to McDonald's "Position Statement" argued that the restaurant had interpreted the Connecticut Public Accommodation statute too narrowly:
Connecticut law protects me not only from being denied a good on the basis of sex (as [Respondent] Our comment at best indirectly responded to the store's discussion of department stores, cosmetic companies and clothing retailers, by asking the Commission to imagine an alternative hypothetical:
If the Foxon restaurant classified Diet Coke as a "white person's beverage" and Iced Tea as a "black person's beverage" based on marketing and sales data, this practice would be offensive and would deny customers full and equal accommodation because of race-even if [the restaurant] allowed white customers to request a "black person's beverage" in order to get an iced tea, or AfricanAmerican customers to request a "white person's beverage" in order to get a diet coke. According to [the restaurant's] misreading of the statute, however, this race-based practice would not violate the statute because African-Americans would be free to obtain diet cokes-they would just have to resist [the restaurant's] race-based classification and ask for a diet coke by name or use [the restaurant's] raced-based terms and ask for a "white person's beverage." [The restaurant's] would not be denying AfricanAmerican customers the ability to purchase diet cokes, but they would be imposing race-based classifications on their customers, and this would deny their customers full and equal accommodation. When [the restaurant] describes Happy Meal toys in terms of gender ("boy toy'' or "girl toy'') rather than the actual character of the toy ("Digisports" or "Hello Kitty''), [the restaurant] needlessly imposes a sex-based classification on its customers, just as it would impose a race-based burden if it characterized soft drinks in terms of race. Either practice violates the Connecticut public accommodation statute. 63 With the issues thus joined, the matter went next to the Commission for a decision to investigate or dismiss. . . . Respondent also acknowledges in its response to the Complainants' Commission complaint that to the extent any respondent employee asked complainants whether the Happy Meal toy was for a boy or for a girl, it was contrary to respondent's policies and training. To require any more of respondent or the Commission under the facts complained ofis not reasonable or necessary.
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Although the statute gave us leave to appeal the decision and receive de novo review from a state trial court, 68 we were somewhat chastened by our decisive defeat before the Commission, and we chose to pursue other endeavors during the intervening years, including junior high.
III. THE 2013 STORE VISITS
With the passage of time, our defeat became less stinging. In the late summer of 2013, it occurred to us that by visiting some more stores, we could improve the quality of our empiricism in two important ways. First, with the help of four family friends, ages seven to eleven, we visited fifteen McDonald's restaurants and conducted more traditional tests of disparate treatment-that is, those more akin to 65. Id. 
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"fair housing'' or "fair driving'' tests of discrimination. 69 Before entering the store we would flip a coin to determine whether a boy or girl would enter first. This child would go to the counter and order a Happy Meal to go. The child would take note of whether the employee asked them a question concerning what type of toy he or she would like, and if so, how the question was phrased. A second child of the opposite sex would enter the store either two minutes later or after two to three customers entered the store. 70 The second child would repeat the same procedure. This would allow a direct test of default discrimination.
71
Instead
Second, we improved the quality of our empiricism to respond to one of McDonald's earlier criticisms.
72 The Respondent's 2008 Position Statement criticized our complaint allegations for failing to proactively ask for an alternative toy.
73 As noted earlier, in describing our earlier visits, McDonald's argued that ''Mr. Ayers [sic] conveniently stopped his experiment short to concoct this case. Instead of taking two minutes to ask for a different toy, Mr. Ayers now has this Agency spend countless hours sorting through a frivolous Complaint to indulge his intellectual curiosity."
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Our 2013 visits directly respond to this concern by having the children more affirmatively attempt to secure the toy which McDonald's designated for the opposite gender. Thus, for example, if one of our boys was asked for his toy preference, he would respond by asking for the "girl's toy." More importantly, ifthe second child to enter the store failed to initially receive his or her preferred opposite-gender toy, he or she would return to the counter and ask, ''Do you have any other types of toys?" and attempt to obtain the toy for the opposite gender. By proactively "taking two minutes to ask for a different toy," 75 70. The purpose of the delay was to reduce the chance that employees would be alerted to the test. An adult known to the children would also enter the store or keep visual eye contact on the children during the store visit, but the children were trained not to acknowledge the presence of each other or of the adult.
71 We visited stores during a time when two branded groups of toys were being offered: "Power Ranger" (Megaforce) toys that were frequently designated by drive-through employees as "for boys" and Justice clothing store toys that were frequently designated by drivethrough employees as "for girls."
77 Fourteen of the fifteen stores we visited had both types of toys in stock. The Power Ranger toys included sharks, tigers· and snakes that could be transformed, if combined together, into ''Mechazords." 78 The Justice toys included friend bracelets, mini-locker clips, and fashion designer notebooks.
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Here is what we found in 2013:
Fair Counter Testing
In our thirty counter tests, only twice (once for a boy and once for a girl) were the children asked whether they wanted a "boy's toy'' or a "girl's toy." For the other twenty eight purchases, the children were not asked any question about toy preference. The Faxon store was one of the stores that failed to ask both the boy and the girl about their toy preferences. This omission of a toy preference question contradicts the 2009 claim that "[the manager] trains Faxon Restaurant employees to ask customers whether they want a 'boy' toy or a 'girl' toy, regardless of whether the customer orders the Happy Meal at the drive-thru or inside at the restaurant counter."
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Excluding the one store that was out of Power Ranger toys, we found pervasive evidence of default discrimination. 92. 9% of the time (twenty-six out of twenty-eight purchases) where the store had in stock both toy types, the store, without asking, simply gave the child the type of toy that McDonald's had designated for that child's gender: girls, without being asked, were given a Justice toy, and boys, without being asked, were given a Power Ranger toy. Default discrimination by itself might violate the "full and equal accommodation" statutory 76 82 This "just ask" defense is buttressed by the presence of visual displays with examples of that month's Power Ranger and Justice toys (without gender designations) in thirteen of the fifteen visited stores. In these stores, customers had some notice that another type of toy was being offered. But in the other two stores-at which no child was asked for his or her toy preference and there was no display-it is more unreasonable to require the customer to proactively ask for an unoffered toy because the customer has less reason to know that an alternate toy is available.
To respond to McDonald's argument that our 2008 visits "conveniently stopped [the] experiment short to concoct this case," 83 we had one child at each store approach the counter again ifthe child found the store initially gave the toy McDonald's had designated for that child's toy-so our boys would reapproach the counter if they were initially given a Power Ranger toy and our girls would reapproach the counter if they were initially given a Justice toy. As noted above, this default discrimination occurred in the vast majority of visits.
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In nine of these counter reapproaches (by five girls and four boys), the child held out the toy (still wrapped in plastic) he or she had initially been given and asked, "Do you have any other toys?" At two of these stores, an employee declined to offer any other toys in response to requests from two boys.
At two other stores, an employee offered toys that included opposite-sex toys in response to requests from one boy and one girl. At the remaining five stores, an employee offered additional toys, but he only included toys that McDonald's had designated for the sex of the requesting child in response to requests from one boy and four girls.
At these five stores, the children asked a follow-up question. Three of the children (two girls and one boy) reiterated the "do you have any other toys?" question. Employees refused to offer any other toys to these children. Two of the girls followed up their initial 81 question by asking if the store had a "boy's toy" and were offered opposite-sex toys.
In five separate visits (by five girls), the child in the first reapproach to the counter asked if the store had any "boy's toys" rather than "do you have any other toys?" In four of these cases, a McDonald's employee offered a Power Ranger toy to a girl. However, in one of these five cases, which we discuss more fully below, 85 the McDonald's employee refused to offer a Power Ranger toy.
We can assess the extent to which the stores impeded the ability of children to opt out of McDonald's default discrimination. 86 As summarized in Table 1 , the children's preference for opposite-gender toys was frustrated in two different ways. First, 42.8% of the children were unable to obtain their desired opposite-gender toy. The refusals to the follow-up question "are there any other toys?" were telling. Most often the final answer was simply "no." An example of a more detailed response was "no, that's the only kind we have," offered despite the fact that the store had in stock opposite-gender toys. In one case, the worker offered the opaque excuse, ''No, we don't because we only open one box per Happy Meal." 87 Second, some children faced the frustration of having to make repeated requests. 35. 7% of the children were forced to expend extra effort by asking twice. These children were shown additional toys after their initial request, but they were additional same-gender toys, which, under our protocol, prompted the children to ask again whether there were any other toys available. To be clear, 21.4% of children experienced both types of frustration in having to ask twice and then being denied (71.4% of our children experienced at least one of these forms of frustration). 1 also shows that boys were more likely than girls to have their request refused, but girls were more likely than boys to have to ask a second time. Store employees refused requesting boys 75% of the time, while they refused requesting girls 30% of the time. In contrast, stores forced 60% of girls to ask a second time (before refusing or granting their request), but only forced 25% of boys to ask a second time.
Another way to analyze the results is to examine McDonald's response to specific kinds ofrequests. In visits where children never made an explicitly gendered request, the probability that children would ultimately be offered their desired opposite-gender toy was only 28.5% (two out of seven store visits). But in visits where children made an explicitly gendered request (either on the first or second time), the probability that children would be offered their desired opposite-gender toy was 85. 7% (six out of seven store visits).
These numbers suggest that for girls to expressly ask for a "boy's toy" is often sufficient to be offered that kind oftoy. 88 Is it reasonable for McDonald's to de facto require children to ask gendered questions before they can receive their desired toy? If so, how are children supposed to know that this is the necessary language? The hackneyed query ''What does a person have to do to get a drink in this place?" (which itself is sometimes expressed in a cruder and more gendered form) is centrally a request to learn about the establishment's altering rules, the minimal necessary conditions for opting around the nodrink default. 89 Sometimes we even found that a girl expressly asking for a "boy's toy'' was insufficient. Our most egregious visit occurred at the McDonald's store on 250 Whalley Avenue in New Haven. In New Haven a girl who initially ordered a Happy Meal was asked by a McDonald's employee, ''Would you like the girl's toy?" The girl responded, "No, could I have the boy's toy?" The employee took the girl's money and handed her a Happy Meal container. When the girl a moment later opened the container, she learned that an employee had, notwithstanding the girl's explicit request, given her a Justice toy. The girl went back to the counter with the unopened Justice toy and requested, "May I have a boy's toy please?" The same McDonald's employee took the girl's Justice toy, then came back and said, "There are only girl's 88. It is possible that the children could have asked another kind of question (for example, explicitly asking for a Justice or Power Ranger toy), but this too would have required the children to have knowledge of the toys currently being offered. As noted above, about 13% of the stores failed to have in store displays. Moreover, in our drive-through tests, discussed infra, we found that 38.5% of McDonald's employees could not accurately describe both types of toys when asked. Overall, the findings of our 2013 store visits are at least strongly suggestive of three kinds of discrimination. First, the store used discriminatory defaults with impeding altering rules.
92 In 92.9% of the visits, the stores, without asking the child about her or his toy preference, just gave the toy that they had designated for that sex. Thus, in the vast majority of the counter visits, the stores by default discriminate on the basis of sex in the provision of Happy Meal toys. The McDonald's Position Statement suggested that such disparate treatment might be non-cognizable because the subjects of the discrimination could, by simply asking, opt for the other kinds oftoys.
93 But at the counter, our children visitors often found that simply asking was insufficient in that they were refused with a 42.8% probability and were forced to ask multiple times with a 50.0% probability. More than 70% of the time, simply asking wasn't insufficient to obtain an opposite-gender toy.
Second, the store used discriminatory altering rules. 94 Table 1 also suggests that the stores applied different altering rules to children of different sexes. 95 Boys who asked, "Are there any other toys?," were more likely be denied. On the other hand, girls were more likely to be offered additional "same-sex" toys and thus would be forced to ask repeatedly for an opposite-gender toy.
Lastly, the store used discriminatory mandatory rules. 96 The egregious example in which the girl was twice refused after twice 90 asking for a "boy's toy" implies that there is some chance-in our sample, 14.3%-that even if a child expressly requests a "boy's toy" or a "girl's toy," McDonald's employees will still refuse the service of offering the child the kind of toy it gives, by default, to boys. Of course, there might have been as yet undiscovered magic words that would have been sufficient to secure the opposite-gender toy. But at some point, it is more reasonable to describe the experience not merely as a discriminatory default with impeding altering rules but rather as a discriminatory mandatory rule.
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Taken together, the comparative experience of our thirty purchases at just fifteen McDonald's stores is probative of a troubling pattern--one of disparate treatment on the basis of sex in the counter sales of Happy Meals to unaccompanied children.
Drive-Through Tests
At the same fifteen stores, an adult male would do a complementary test at the drive-through. In one instance the employee did not ask a question that implicated toy choice at all. In the other fourteen drive through visits, the employee on the electronic voice transmission system always asked for the sex of customer's child either by asking "Is this for a boy or for a girl?" or "Boy or girl?" And in all but two of these child-gender questions, "boy" came before "girl." In no instances did the employee, after taking the order, initially describe the toys in gender-neutral terms (as was the claimed policy in the original response from McDonald's Customer Satisfaction Representative), 98 nor did the employee ever ask whether the adult wanted a "boy's toy or girl's toy" (as was the claimed policy in the 2008 Position Statement).
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The stark prevalence of the "boy or girl" query is consistent with our 2008 experience in which 90% of visited stores asked the more extreme customer gender question to allocate toys.
In our drive-through protocol, the adult would respond to the employee's gender question ("For a boy or for a girl?") by asking, in response, 'Why do you ask?" The employee responses often related choice of toy explicitly to the child's gender:
"'cause we have toys for girls and toys for boys"; "sir, because we have a girl's toy and a boy's toy"; and "because we have both toys." One employee suggested that asking the question was a condition of employment ("It's my job."). 97 . At some point, the difference between a discriminatory default with an impeding altering rule and a discriminatory mandatory rule is academic. See Regulating Opt-Out, supra note 19, at 2113.
98. Letter from Donell M. Jaja, supra note 3. 99. See Position Statement, supra note 55, at 3.
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The drive-through protocol then had the adult customer ask, "Can you describe the actual toys?" In the thirteen cases in which this question elicited an on-topic response, the boy's toy was accurately described. In only nine of these cases, however, was the girl's toy accurately described. Example of this disparity included: "Some kinds of Power Rangers, some kinds of things" and 'We got a Power Rangers, or the other one."
Overall, the description of the girl's toy was less specific in five cases, while the description of the boy's toy was never less descriptive. Furthermore, in three of the five cases in which the girl's description was less specific, the drive-through infrastructure also lacked a display that showed the current toys. In these cases, it would be impossible for McDonald's customers to know anything about the toy intended for girls even if they expressly ask for a description of the offered toys. We also found that when describing both toys, the boy's toy (Power Ranger) was always described before the girl's toy (Justice).
Finally, at the pick-up window, we would ask why the toy was meant for the gender it was allotted to. For instance, we asked, 'Why is the Justice toy meant for girls?" Of the fourteen times we had a chance to ask this question, six of them were met with a refusal to answer or an avoidance of giving a reason. An example of this response is "Actually, I don't know." Two responses included reasons unassociated with gender, such as "That's just the way they come; they send them." Some of the explanations arguably deployed gender stereotypes: "'cause it's pink"; "'cause it has girl's stuff, like bracelets"; and referring to Power Rangers: "they're more mechanical; they separate."
Overall, the results of 2008 and 2013 drive-through visits tell a consistent story. Despite the stated policy of McDonald's and the Position Statement of its franchisee, McDonald's drive-through employees frequently fail to ask customers any explicit toy preference question. 100 Instead, employees ask to learn the identity of the customer's child's gender. The store's provision of a toy type, in short, is contingent on the sex of the child reported by the customer.
IV. SEX-SEGREGATED ADVERTISING AS PER SE DISCRIMINATION
The results of the 2013 counter tests described provide compelling evidence of potentially actionable disparate treatment in public accommodations.101 Even the current practice of eliciting information about the sex of the customer's child at the drive-through, as discussed above, 102 raises serious questions of sex-based treatment-both because uninformed consumers who do not understand that the question 100. Contra Position Statement, supra note 55, at 3. concerns toy choice will be treated differently based on the sex of their children, and because even those customers who know that the question relates to toy choice might not know how to ask for the other toy (without misrepresenting their child's sex). Even though we did not uncover current evidence of stores asking whether drive-through customers preferred a "boy's toy'' or "girl's toy," the past and possible future use of this kind of question raises the same issue: does the prohibition of sex discrimination include the prohibition of this kind of gendered framing? 103 In this Part, we take the first step toward answering the "gendered framing" question by discussing a context where an analogous question was litigated.
104 Anna's question of whether using "men's" or "women's" descriptors for jobs violates civil rights law was, in fact, repeatedly and definitively litigated before a number of human and civil rights commissions during the early 1970s. 105 At issue in these cases was whether newspapers could run advertisements under "sex-segregated employment headings." 106 For example, in 1969, the National Organization of Women filed a complaint with the Commission on Human Relations for the City of Pittsburgh, charging the Pittsburgh Press with violating the city's human relations ordinance by allowing employers to place advertisements under '"Help-Wanted Female"' and "'Help-Wanted Male"' columns. 107 The Commission found that there was a "necessary implication of the segregated columns ... that men are given preference for jobs in one set of columns, and women are given preference for jobs in the other set."
108 It joined other commissions in finding "gender-segregated column[s] unlawful per se."
109
The Commission held that sex-segregated framing constituted discrimination, even though the Pittsburgh Press printed the following disclaimer:
Notice to job seekers. Jobs are arranged under male and female classifications for the convenience of our readers. This is done because most jobs generally appeal more to persons of one sex than the other. Various laws and ordinances-local, state, and federal, prohibit discrimination in employment because of sex, unless sex [Vol. 21:237 is a bona fide occupational requirement. Unless the advertisement itself specifies one sex or the other, job seekers should assume that the advertiser will consider applicants of either sex in compliance with the laws against discrimination. 110 Thus, while the disclaimer suggested that job seekers could apply for any job, the mere gendered framing of some jobs that "generally appeal more to persons of one sex than another" was deemed to be discrimination per se.rn
The trial and appellate courts reviewing the Commission's decision took for granted that the segregated headings constituted discrimination, 112 relying in part on a 1968 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission guideline that announced a similar characterization:
It is a violation of Title VII for a help-wanted advertisement to indicate a preference, limitation, specification or discrimination based on sex unless sex is a bona fide occupational qualification for the particular job involved. The placement of advertisements in columns ... headed ''Male" or "Female" will be considered an expression of preference, limitation, specification, or discrimination based on sex.
113
While there was social science evidence suggesting that sex-segregated advertisements had a disparate impact, 114 the courts and especially the human rights commissions were comfortable prohibiting the gendered framing independent of its discriminatory effects. Cir. 1972 ) (male plaintiff"reasonably believed that any job application" to defendant airline in response to its ad for "stewardesses" in "Help Wanted-Female" column of newspaper "would be futile").
115. The litigation instead focused on whether the discrimination language was nonetheless justified as a bona fide occupational qualification or whether the statutory prohibition, as applied, violated the newspaper's free speech rights. The latter question was ultimately resolved when the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the order barring" 'all reference to sex in employment advertising column headings."' Pittsburgh Press Co. v.
affirming the Commission's Pittsburgh Press decision, the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania concluded:
When the Pittsburgh Press arbitrarily arranges and publishes such column headings it is aiding in sex discrimination. The ruling that employment want ad column headings be written asexually is appropriate because it eliminates the difficulties of evaluating sophisticated medical, sociological, and actuarial theories of aggregate differences between the sexes. It is proper because it represents the highest degree of societal commitment to the ideal of legal sexual equality.
116
This Pittsburgh Press decision parallels the 1975 ruling of the Connecticut Supreme Court finding that "sex-classification in helpwanted advertising constitutes a per se violation" of Connecticut law. 117 In that case, the Evening Sentinelappealedanorderfrom the Connecticut Commission on Human Rights and Opportunity to plaintiffs to "cease and desist the use of segregated columns for classified employment based on sex."
118 The same commission that dismissed our claims concerning "boy's toy's and girl's toy" had, over thirty years earlier, found that segregating help-wanted advertisements categories (Help Wanted Male, Help Wanted Female, and Help Wanted Male/Female) was discriminatory even though job-seekers remained free to apply to jobs listed in any category.
119 In upholding the Commission's order, the Connectic:ut Supreme Court reasoned:
It is part of a policy to eliminate sex-discrimination in its subtle as well as overt forms. The very act of classifying individuals by means of criteria irrelevant to the ultimate end sought to be accomplished operates in a discriminatory manner .... Symbolic discrimination as in the instant case is every bit as restrictive as naked exclusions. The distinction between "help Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 380-81 (1973) . A footnote of the opinion also disposed of a constitutional claim related to the newspaper's disclaimer:
Pittsburgh Press also argues that the Ordinance violates due process in that there is no rational connection between sex-designated column headings and sex discrimination in employment. It draws attention to a disclaimer which it runs at the beginning of each of the "Jobs-Male Interest" and "JobsFemale Interest" columns ....
It suffices to dispose of this contention by noting that the Commission's commonsense recognition that the two are connected is supported by evidence in the present record. Thus, notwithstanding the independent duty of employers to consider alljobseekers on a non-discriminatory basis, the mere framing of some jobs as "male" or "female" was held to be a restridion that offended the notion of fair employment.
121
Courts' finding of a per se violation is remarkable in part because mere sex-segregated framing does not qualify as disparate treatment. 122 An employer who asks (via the advertisement) all applicants whether they prefer a "man's job" or a "woman's job" and who proceeds to then evaluate applicants for either job without regard to the applicants' sex is not treating applicants differently because of their sex.
123 Nonetheless, the courts universally struck down the mere gendered advertisement as a civil rights violation, often explicitly invoking revulsion to a linguistic version of the Plessy principle: "The 'separate but equal' principle is no longer a legitimate argument in civil rights cases." 124 The demise of sex-segregated advertisement is also remarkable because in the space of a few short years, a longstanding practice of dozens of newspapers across the country was amended without substantial court involvement. 125 As Elizabeth Boyer summarized in 1971:
While it seems improbable that Congress intended enforcement of a federal statute to depend on state and municipal human relations and civil rights commissions, these groups at the present 120. The Evening Sentinel, 357 A.2d at 504 (emphasis added). In his dissent, Justice MacDonald (no relation to McDonald's) disagreed in terms reminiscent of the decision letter dismissing our 2009 complaint:
At the calculated risk of being accused of male chauvinism, I must observe that I consider this particular controversy nothing more than a tempest in a teapot that raises such ridiculous overtones as to call for some equally ridiculous observations. I do not consider it discrimination, for example, but merely a convenience to job hunters, to place under a "Help Wanted Male" heading the advertisement of a carnival for a strong man, of the Pittsburgh Steelers for a linebacker, or of a dramatic producer for a Winston Churchill. I consider equally nonobjectionable to a potential National Organization for Men the placing under a "Help Wanted Female" caption the carnival's ad for a bearded lady, a nightclub's ad for a topless dancer or the ad of a dramatic producer for a Lady Godiva or Cleopatra. And as the Position Statement explicitly argued, department stores, cosmetic companies and clothing retailers frequently segregate their offerings into "men's" and "women's" categories. 133 We take it as beyond argument that many of these practices fall outside the prohibition of public accommodation law. 134 It turns out that Anna's initial intuition that marketing jobs as for men or women is likely actionable, but marketing perfume or shoes as for men or for women is likely not.
135
Given the different positive laws concerning sex-segregated marketing, it is natural to ask whether there are principled distinctions between contexts where sex-segregated marketing is illegal (e.g., employment advertisements) and contexts where sex-segregated marketing is legal (e.g., adult clothing advertisements (l) . In this regard, McDonald's would not have technically discriminated against the drive-through customer, .but the customer's child instead. But query whether courts characteristics concerning: First, the strength and legitimacy of customer preferences for sex-segregated categories; Second, the existence of less restrictive alternatives; and, Third, the likelihood of cognizable harms to suggest that, as a positive matter, most tribunals might have difficulty enjoining sex-segregated marketing of Happy Meal toys.
The preference of the customers themselves for the sex-segregated labeling would likely push courts toward countenancing the practice. While courts often deny the importance of consumer preferences to establish bona fide occupational qualifications (BFOQs), 138 deeply rooted preferences implicitly undergird privacy BFOQs 139 and might analogously support sex-segregated framings.
14°
Finding genderspecific labels convenient is different than having a gendered preference for particular items, but the two are related. 141 Since most men and women prefer different kinds of shoes, 142 it makes it more convenient for them to search for stores or departments that highlight would countenance such a practice and outcome. A court would likely hold, for example, that choosing one applicant over another due to the sex of the applicant's child constitutes discrimination under Title VIL Id. Second, McDonald's could have argued that there was no denial of goods to begin with under the Connecticut public accommodation statute. Id. While the "boy's toy or girl's toy'' question is not in itself a denial, it might still nevertheless constitute a prohibited restriction. See Boyer, supra note 106, at 224 (analyzing EEOC guidelines which indicate that a limitation based on sex could still violate Title VII). Third, as the Position Statement itself suggested, a franchisor could not be responsible for the discriminatory actions of its employees. See Position Statement, supra note 55, at 3 (noting that the store manager trains employees to ask customers who order a Happy Meal whether they want a "boy's toy" or a "girl's toy"). However, it is well established in civil rights jurisprudence that the doctrine of respondeat superior applies, thus rendering a franchisor liable for the discriminatory actions of its employees. See Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775, 780 (1998) (holding that an employer may be vicariously ·liable for a supervisor's discriminatory actions, subject to an affirmative defense based on the reasonableness of the employer's and plaintiff victim's conduct [Vol. 21:237 whether the collection is comprised of "men's" or "women's" footwear. As applied to Happy Meals, a customer preference for sex-segregated labeling might come from either children or their parents. A (male or female) child who has never heard of the "Justice" brand might make a superior decision by choosing between a "boy's" or "girl's" toy option. Or more prosaically harried parents in the drive-through line may prefer the "boy's or girl's" toy framing because it flattens discretion and avoids a child's dawdling consideration of choosing between a Digi Sport game or Hello Kitty watch toys.
The strength and legitimacy of customer preferences will in part be a function of the next best non-gendered label that the store might have deployed. The reasonableness of men's or women's fragrances is undermined if it might be linguistically feasible to alternatively label the counters as "perfume" and "cologne. McDonald's might have instead used the categories "mostly preferred by boys" and "mostly pref erred by girls." While still gendered, the "mostly preferred" label is less segregating because it at least acknowledges preference variation within each gender. 144 Just as BFOQs have been denied in employment when a less discriminatory alternative exists, 145 courts might have more difficulty accepting the utility of sex-segregated labels when effective non-gendered or less gendered categories exist.
Finally, courts are more likely to find a violation when the perceived harms of sex-segregation are more pronounced. 146 The practice of asking whether the customer prefers a "boy's toy" or "girl's toy'' introduces two distinct types of harms: one that imposes a gendered structure that artificially defines what it means to be a male or female and another that potentially forces children to deny their personal identity. 147 With respect to the harm of gendered socialization, 
